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RECENT  DEVELopMENTs  IN  our  REIATloNs  wl"  "E
DEBS   CAUCUS   OF   "E   SOCIALIST   PARTY  USA

Bill  Breihan
}iilwaukee  branch

I.   Description  of  the  Debs  Caucus
A.   Size

The  SPUSA  has  over   six  hundred  formal  members.     Yet  probably
no  more  than  half  that  number  are  in  any  real  sense  active.    At  the
national  convention  of  the  SP  in  September  about  one-third  of  the
non-delegated  "delegates"  voted  with  the  Debs  Caucus.    As  an  organized
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distribution  by  city  is  something  like  the  following:    Milwaukee  (20),
Racine   (10),   Ann  Arbor   (10),   New  York  City   (10),   scattered   (5).

8.   Political  Direction'I'he  D\C,is  still  quite  heterogeneous.     It  includes  |r`eople  who
call  themselves  "Leninists" ,  "Trotskyists``,   "Debsians"  and  syndical-
ists.     'I'he  "Trotskyist"   trend  is  now,  however,   clearly    dominant.
A  number  of  leaders  of  the  DC  are  now  self-avowed  "Trotskyists``--
Richard   (Ann  Arbor),   Spiro  and  Miller   (Milw.).     O-£hers  are  moving
in  that  direction--Mccallister  and  Weckerle  (Milw. ),   Brissot   (Racine).'I'he  DC  is  now  conducting  a  national  educational  series  on  the  basic
works  of  Trotsky,   Lenin  and  Cannon.

C.   Political  Development
Almost  all  of  the  DC  people  have  been  in  the  SP  less  than  two

years.     Almost  all  of  them  are  quite  young.     `Ihey  claim  that  they
received  absolutely  no  political  education  in  the  SP  and,   this  is
quite  obvious.     Whatever  individual  DC  members  know  c`f  Marxism+  they
have  learned  on  their  own.   'I'he  result:   an  incredible  degree  of  theo-
retical  and  political  confusion,  naivete.  as  regards  tendencies  on
the  lef t,   a  high  degree  of unevennEse in  political  education  amongst tho'.r
membership,  and  a  general  inability  to  understand  the  relationship
of  abstract  theory  to  day-to-day  political  practice..     Unlike  the
former  RMC  the  DC  is  made  up  of  "political  virgins"--inexperienced,
yet  very  since.re  people  who  have  not  gotten  past  the  ''A"   in  the
ABC's   of   Marxism.

D.   Activities'I'he  Milwaukee  branch  was  worked  with  the  SP.ers  now  making  up
the  DC  in  number  of  areas  over  the  last  few  months:     Mobilization
for  Survival,   Anti-Apartheid,  miners'   strike,   campaign,   Baake,   gay
rights,  Marroquin.     Our  best  joint  work  has  been  through  the  cam-
paign,  Mobilization for survival  and  anti-racist  work.     We  are  doing
all  we  can  to  encourage  the  DC  to  maintain  this  orientation  toward
mass  work  so  that  our  active  collaboration  can  continue.

11.  Miliraukee  Branch's  Collaboration  with  the  SPUSA

A.   Begimings
We  f irst  came  into  contact  with  the  SF  in

when  several  of   them  joined  SCAR  and  worked  wi th¥:ns§:::3£:r±::7
work.     Real  collaboration  began  somewhat  less  than  a  year  ago.     W-e
began  running  into  them  regularly,  working  with  them  in  numerous
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coalitions  and  actively  pursuing  them  in  political  discussion.     On
a  personal  level  SP'ers  and  SWP'ers  became  quite  friendly  and  began
to  socialize  on  a  somewhat  regular  basis.

During  this  period  the  SP'ers  loyally  defended  their  party  and
party  chair  Frank  Zeidler  against  our  criticisms.    'I'hey  looked  to
Zeidler,  Hart,   and  other  oldtimers  as  the  "grand  old  men"  of  the
party.    'Ihey  displayed  all  sorts  of  illusions  in  the  old  guard
social.-democratic  wing  of  the  party.     'Ihese  illusions  began  to  be
broken  dorm  at  the  Wisconsin  State  SP  convention  last  spring.    Any
remaining  illusions  in  the  character  and  methods  of  the  social-
democrats  of  the  Zeidler  school  were  discarded  at  the  time  of  the
SP  national  convention  in  early  September.    A  split  course  was
launched.     The  DC  was  formed  at  that  converti®nby  a  group  of  radicals
who  thought  they  could  actually  win  the  SP  as  an  organization  to
their  views  through  democratic  discussion.    When  this  course  was
blocked  by  the  bureaucratic  machinations  of  the  rightwing,   the  newly-
formed  DC  drifted  on  to  a  new  course!   the  recognition  of  the  in-
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but  in  preparatia  for  their  own  expulsion.

a.   Campaign                                                                                fro
Our  decision  to  give  critical  support  to^campaign  of  Uoel  Miller,

SP  candidate  for  State  Senate  in  Milwaukee  provided  us  with  our  most
important  opening  thus  far  in  relation  to  the  Sr'.     Joel's  campaign
is  not  really  an  SP  campaign.     It  is  a  Debs  Caucus  campaign.     The
right  wing  of  the  SP  has  boycotted  it  from  day  one.     'The  DC'ers  have
been  impressed  with  our  support  because  it  has  been  real  and  sub-
stantial.     'The  SWP  and  the  DC`ers  have.  done  joint  canvassing,   had
joint  campaign  tables,   and  organized  joint  campaign  events.     i``e.ve
been  able  to  work  quite  closely  throughout  the  campaign.     It  has  been
through  this  campaigning  that  our  relations  with  the  DC  have  under-
gone  a  qualitative  change.

Our  support  for  the  Miller  campaign  has  not  been  uncritical.
We've.  taken  every  opportunity  to  raise  with  Joel  and  others  the  real
inadequacies  of  their  program.    The  resultl   a  rewriting  of  their
campaign  literature  incorporating  many  of  our  suggested  changes.`I'he  inf luence  of  our  criticisms  is  also  very  obvious  in  the  public
Speeches  Miller  has  given.     He's  sounding  more  and  more  like  a  ShTP
candidate.

The  Miller  campaign  has  been  a  very  serious  campaign.     The  DC'ers
have  put  a  lot  of  work  into  it.     'Ihere  has  been  none  of  the.  going-
through-the-motions  of  campaigning  as  is  the  case     with  the  CP.'I'he  elections  will  be  over  on  November  7.     'Ihis  avenue  of  collab-
oration  will  no  longer  be  open  to  us.     'Ihe  branch isnow  working  out
various  proposals  to  give  to  the  DC  to  facilitate  continued  collabo-
ration  and  joint  work.

Ill.   Spartacist  League

One  year  ago  the  people  who  today  make  up  the  Debs  Caucus  were
young,  politically  inexperience.d  radicals  with  left  social-democratic
political  ideas.     Today,  most  of  the  leading  figures  in  the  DC  are
avowed  .'Trotskyists",  or,  at  least,  quite  sympathetic  to  Trotskyist
ideas.     'This  evolution  in  political  views  was  not  a  spontaneous  one.



The  comrades  of   the  Milwaukee  branch  of  the  SWP  "patiently  explained"
our  politics  to  the  left  SP'ers  over  many  months.     We  got  our  litera-
ture   into  their  hands  and  we  encouraged  them  to  study.     'I'his  has  led
to  a  situation  today  of  the  DC  discussing  whether  or  not  to  adopt  the
transitional  program  as  the  programmatic  basis  of  their  tendency.

=y(:::t::::::fdL::er=e;Fveth:::h::::yhasi::;:::=tt::thth=:fet±-Here,  however,   the  problem  arises.    At  least  a  dozen  little  sects
claim  the  transitional  program  as  their  ohm  and  refer  to  themselves
as  trotskyists.     'I'he  DC'ers  are  now  get.ting  a  little  confused  as  to
who  the  "real"   trotskyists  are.     'I'his  confusion  has  been  compounded
ten-f old  in  the  last  two  weeks  by  the  intervention  of  the  Spartacist
League  into  our  discussions.

The  SL  is  on  a   seriously  organized  and  well  thought  out  cam-
paign  to  wreck  our  collaboration  and  discussions  with  the  DC.     The
SL  f irst  established  contact  with  the  DC  at  the  SP  national  conven-
tion  in  September.     Workers  Vanauard    carried  a  major  article  on
that  convention  in  its  October  6  issue.     The  DC'ers  were  impressed
with  SL's  criticisms.     SL,   which  has  no  presence  in  Milwaukee,  has
come  up  to  Milwaukee  to  talk  with  the  DC.ers  a  couple  of  times  and
in  mid-October   sent  a  couple  of  their  `C€ntral  Committee  members  to
nee.t  with  the  leadership  of  the  DC.     That  meeting  convinced  the  SL
to  hold  their  first  forum  in  Milwaukee  on  October  28.'I'he  night  before their  forum, seven  SL'ers   (mostly  Chicago  steel-
workers)   came  to  our  Militant  forum  on  the  BRAG   strike  because  they
knew  that  Tom  Spiro   (national   secretary  of   the  SPUSA  and  a  DC   leader)
would  be  there.     It  was  a  large  forum.     SL  did  everything  they  could
to  disrupt  it.     They  denounced  us  for  every  "crime"   imaginable--
particularly  for  "scabbing  on  the  BRAG  strike".     As  soon  as  they
began  their  disruption  all  the  independents  at  the  forum  walked  out.'I`hey  put  on  a  whole   show  entirely  for  the  benef it  of  Tom  Spiro.     He
was  obviously  confused  by  the  whole  thing,   but  also  taken     in  some-
what  by  the  Sparts.
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SL'ers,15  DC'ers  and  4  Swpers   (as  observers).     The  DC'ers  were  from
Ann  Arbor   (2),   Racine   (2),   and  Milwaukee   (11),   all   in  Milwaukee  for   ,
some  sort  of  national  DC  meeting.     The  SL  held  the  audience  "captive"
f or  almost  four  hours.     Much  of  that  time  was  devoted  to    repeating
every  slander  the  SL  has  raised  against  us  since  1963.     It  was  a
well-staged     "Hate  SWP"   rally.     `The  DC.ers  were  obviously  quite  dumb-
f ounded .

us  in:: :hsu£:::d:::t:Lw:€B±:=:£. th#e;h:yer:e::  i:¥3ng st.Sr:::¥:k:s
with  a  full  10  minutes  to  respond  to  the  charges.     'I'he  atmosphere
at  the  meeting  was  that  of  the  Moscow  trials.     Our  candidate  for
lt.-governor,   Bill  Breihan,   got  up  and  explained  that  he  was  not
authorized  by  the    SWP  to  participate  inq public  debate  at  this  time
with  the  SL.     He  noted  that  if  any  members  of  the  DC  had  any  ques-
tions  about  the  real  views  and  activities  of  the  SWP,   they  should
read  the  Militant  newspaper.     The  SL  then  denounced  us  for  the  next
hour  or  so  as  "scabs",   "cowards",   "yellow",   "traitors",   "betrayers'',"Stalinophiles`` ,   "Stalinophobes" ,  ad  nause.in.     The  politically  in-
experienced  DC'ers  were  shocked.     Most  of  them  had  never  heard  any
of  this  before.     A  number  of  DC'ers  got  up  and  practically  begged
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us  to  respond  to  the  charges. ('I`his  is  especially  true  of  some  of
the  DC'ers  most  sympathetic  to  the  SWP.)     We  again  refused  to  debate
the  SL  under  the  conditions.

The  SL  accomplished  one  thing  by  this  forums     they've  raised  a
thousand  and  one  questions  in  the  minds  of  the  DC'ers  concerning
the"revolutionary  integrity"  of  the  SWP.     The  SL  wants  to  break  up
any  move  in  the  direction  of  a  SWP-DC  f usion.     They  want  to  poison
the  minds  of  the  DC'ers  against  the  SWP  as  a  first  step  toward
winning  some  of   them  tb.,thB`  the  SL.     It  will  undoubtedly  take  some
time  to  undo  the  damage  done  by  the  SL,   but  we're  quite  confident
that  we  will  be  successful  at  this.     Some  of  the  DC'ers  have  ob-
viously  not  been  taken  in  at  all  by  the  SL.     But  some  have.

The  biggest  problem  with  the  DC  in  relation  to  the  SL  is  the
f act  that  they  know  absolutely  nothing  about  the  actual  Practice  of
this  group.     'They've  never   seen  them  in  action.     All  the  DC'ers  have
heard  is  the  theoretical  positions  of  the  SL  which  seem  quite  "ortho-
dox"   to    them.

We  obviously  do  not  want  to  clef ine  our  politics  in  relation  to
the  slanders  of  the  SL.     But  to  clear  the  air  so  that  a  real  and
serious  discussion  between  the  DC  and  SWP  can  take  place,   we  are
going  to  have  to  answer  some  the  SL  slanders.     The  DC.ers  insist.
The  branch  has  already  begun  this  process.

Since  t.hc-  article  on  the  SP  convention  appeared  in  Workers
Vanauard., a  number  of  other  left  groups  (mostly  "trotskyist"   sects)
have  been  calling  the  DC  from  other  cities  and  asking  for  political
discussions  with  them.     The  DC'ers  say  they  intend  to  check  out  all
of  these  groups  bef ore  arriving  at  any  kind  of  decision.     But  for
riaht  now  the  two  real  choices  before them  (in  their  minds)   are  the
SWP  and  SL.     A  couple  of  Ann  Arbor  DC'ers   (tie  Richard  brothers)   and
now  Tom  Spiro  and  a  couple  of  his  f riends  are  under  the  spell  of  the
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What  we  obviously  need  to  do  in  our  discussions  with  the  DC  is

to  direct  the  f ocus  of  the  discussion  away  from  the  level  of  abstract
thep±±r  and  toward  the  level  of  actual  political  Drac=tice.     We  have
to  show  how  the  SL's  methodology  in  acolvina  the  transitional  pro-
gram  to  the  ££a±  world  of  the  American  class  struggle  is  utterly
sectarian  and  ultraleft.    We  have  to  direct  the  discussion  toward
the  ££±j=  political  questions  facing  the  left  today--affirmative
action,   womens'   liberation,   the  struggle  for  union  democracy  and
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convinre  enough  of  the  DC'ers  to  really  study  it).

IV.    r+That   To   Do   Next

A.Enclosed  I.etter
It  is  necessary  to  explain  what  the  enclosed  letter  to  the  DC  is

all  about.   First,   the  DC  would  like  to  hear  the  SWP's  political  views
as  presented  by  a  leader  of  the  party.    Larry  Seigle  is  a  comrade
whose  name  has  come  up  a  number  of   times  as  a  good  person  to  address
the  DC.   The  DC.ers  want  to  hear  from  a  leader  of  the  party  who  can
speak  in  the  name  of  the  Polical  Committee  of  the  SWP.     They  want
to  talk  to  someone  with  "authority".     Iarry  would  be  a  good  comrade
to  handle  this  for  another  reason.     The  DC'ers  have  many  questions



concernincj  the  RMC  fusion--whether  it  was  "principled",   whether
it  will  prove.  workable,   etc.     Larry  is  the  comrade  who.s  probably
best  qualif led  to  deal  with  this  and  related  questions.

On  November   11   the  SP  National  Committee  will  meet  in  Chicago.
That  meeting  will  undoubtedly  vote  to  remove  Tom  Spiro  from  his  post
as  SP  national  secretary.     'I'his  point  is  a  "fighting  question"  f or
the  i)C.     'I'hey  believe  that  Nov.   11  may  result  in  a   split.     'I'hey
think  the  expulsion  of  the  I)C  is  a  real  possibility.

In  response.  to  our  offe.rsof  a  speaker  frorri  the  leadership  of
the   S-;`-P,   the  answer  has  been"yes   ,   but  after  Nov.   11..   So  as  to  time®
things  are  still  somewhat  up  in  the  air.     We're  expecting  a  formal
response  from  them  in  a  few  days.     The  meeting  can  then  be  set  up
on  a   date  mutually  agreeable  to  the  DC  and  the  SWP  N.O.
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with.     The  books  liste.d  in  the.  letter  are  some,  of  those  the  DC  are
presently  studying.     By  making  this  proposal  we  are  trying  to  find
a  way  to  link  up  with  what  the  DC  is  presently  doing  as  far  as
education  is  conce.rned.

Third,   the  proposed  educational  conference  with  the  SP  is  being
scrapped  for  reasons  self-explanatory  in  the  letter.
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be  put  to  good  use  by  our  comrades  in  Ann  Arbor  and  N.Y.C.     It  could
be  shoiArn  to  the  DC  in  those  citie.s  as  a  means  of  opening  up  a  f ormal
relationship  between  us  and  the  DC.     We  could  show  the  DC.ers  in
Ann  Arbor  anc5  r\TYC  what  type  of  collaboration  and  discussion  is  taking
place  betit'een  our   two  organizations  in  }1ilwaukee  and  Racine.  and,   then
propose  to  them  the  establishment  of  similar  relations  in  their  cities.

This  report  is  little  more  than  a  brief  outline  of  some  of  the
problems  we'v€  run  into  and  some  of   the  progress  we've  made  in  our
relations  witr.  the  DC.     Things  are  developing  at  a  very  rapid  pace,
so  parts  of  this report  may  be.  passe'  in  a  few  weeks.

Close,  collaboration  between  the  Milwaukee  branch  and  the  N.O.
will  be  necessary  from  now  on.     'I'he  question  of   the  DC  is  no  longe.r
a  "local  question"  that  the  Milwaukee  branch  can  deal  with  on  its
own.     'ri'ays  of   collaborating  with  the  DC  in  Ann  Arbor  and  NYC  will
need  to  be  worked  out  by  the  branches  in  those  areas  in  cooperation
with   the   h-.C.

Further  reports  will  be  forthcoming  to  the.  N.O.   as  new  develop-
ments  take  place.

c#ttLfLEL
Bill  Breihan

***.'I'his  report  was  written  on  the  basis  of  discussions  with  Susan

:;}£:::ic:0:¥  :=±:::s;grganizer ).  and  Alexandra  Topping  (assigned



Doer  Cond®s ,

•Octob®r  29®   1978

Wo  h&vo  discussed  the  following  proposals  chth  sovoral  nohoers  of
the  Debs  Caucus  recently as  a  rieans  of  furthoring  a  political  and
prograrmatic  dlscusslon bett+eon  the  Soci&]ist Worlaers  forty  aLnd  the  Debs
Caucus.     ne&se  let us  lcnow  a.s  soon  as  possible  your  response  to  those
proposaLls  so  that  ve  can  make  the  nec®ssaLry  propar&tlons.

nrst,  ve  propose  that a  natLoml  leedor  of  the  SWP glvo  a  present-
ation  of  what  the  SUP ls  and  whaLt lt  stands  for,  and  answer  aLny questions
that  Debs  Caucus  menbers  my have  about  the  SUP.

Second,  we  are  willing  to  nLa,ke  presentations  to  the  Dbb§  Caucus
classes  on books  that are  particularly relevant  to  the  Trotskyist
movement---books  llko  The  'L`hlrd  International  After  lenin,  The  Rovo|u-!±±teL:E±±oL±±±f_toLE_I±LriL±.E±eLBe::9±±±-

F_gg=e=.1Jie_SL±qu_gg±g£oLEEL±e±gF±taL£9LgaE±r±E±® The  TransiEJ=ai
EEftLZ.  or  any  other  books  that you  would  like.

W®  trould  also  be  ullling  to  make  presentations  on  our  current
positions  on issues  like  the  vonen's  liberation niovenent,  our  strategy
for  the  labor  movement,  the  Black liberation  movemcht,  whaLt  strategy
for  the  fight  for  socialism.  ®to.

If  .vou  would  prefer  a  dlffer®nt  format  for discussions  than  qn.v  or..`
all  of  the  above,  please  let us  knowi  wo're  open  to  different formats.

We  had  considered  propos.1ng  a  jolntl.v  sponsored  p`iblic  educational
veekend  on  socialist  strategy  for  the   '70.s  and   '80's.  but  now  we  think
that  this  Would  probably be  at  least  promaturo,  slnc®  the  Debs  Caucus
ls  still  in  the  process  of Nor.king  out lts  progran.

We  hope  to  hear  fran  you  soon.

Conradoly,

TCL3FLT
gony  Prince
mvaLuke®  swp
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These  community leaders,  plus many Sociangtg and other activists are urging
you to vote  for  Joel A.  Miner for State  Senate  on November  7.    Joel's positions
are  clear  and  his  proposals are  creative.  For over two years  Joel has put his
body on the  line to defend minorities from police attacks,  to  save the natatoriums,
and to build and defend neighborhood  groups.

Nichola s  Topping Memo  Topitzes
As  a  State  Senator,   Joel will introduce  legislation that will:

**Shorten the  work-week from  40 hours to  30  hours  for the  same pay.  This  will
hdp to  spread the  work.

**Eliminate forced overtime.

**Eliminate the  State  Sales tax.   (Joel's  opponent,   Jim Moody wants to increase
this tax by 1¢  which would hurt low income  and elderly people the most.)

**Eliminate the property tax and the State Income tax for wc...king people
while making the  rich and corporations pay for the  State that they run in their
own interest.

JOEL   A.    MILLER,

LETS MAKE  THE  DEMOCRATS AND  REptJBHCANS AND THEIR  BIG BUSINESS
SUPPORTERS SIIAil-I IN THEIR  BOOTS.  EIECT  JOEL A.  MILLER  TO THE STATE
SENATE,  NOVEMBER  7.  You will find his name in the independent colurrm on your
ballot.

^uTl1    ^l.D   .AID  tot   .Y  THE   SOCIAllsT   tot   STATE    SENATE   COMMITTEE
NIclloL^S  TO.PINO. CH^l[.EtsoN  /  M^.C  S^ND[ts.  T[E^SuREt


